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ABSTRACT
Rapidly evolving workloads and exploding data volumes place
great pressure on data-center compute, IO, and memory
performance, and especially on memory capacity. Increasing
memory capacity requires a commensurate reduction in memory
cost per bit. DRAM technology scaling has been steadily
delivering affordable capacity increases, but DRAM scaling is
rapidly reaching physical limits. Other technologies such as Flash,
enhanced Flash, Phase Change Memory, and Spin Torque
Transfer Magnetic RAM hold promise for creating high capacity
memories at lower cost per bit. However, these technologies have
attributes that require careful management.
We propose a hybrid DIMM architecture that uses a hardwaremanaged DRAM in front of enhanced Flash, which has much
lower read latencies than conventional Flash. We explore the
design space of such SCM devices in the context of different
technology parameters, evaluating performance and endurance
for data-center workloads. Our hybrid memory architecture is
commercially realizable and can use standard DIMM form factors,
giving it a low barrier to market entry. We find that for workloads
like media streaming, enhanced Flash can be combined with
DRAM to enable 88% of the performance of a DRAM-only system
of the same capacity at 23% of the cost, even when factoring in
replacement costs due to wear-out. The bottom line is that cost
per performance is a factor of 3.8 better than DRAM.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data-center servers struggle to keep up with rapidly evolving
workloads and exploding data volumes. For many Big Data
workloads, DRAM capacity is as important as compute, IO, and
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memory performance. Increasing capacity in a commercially
viable way requires reducing cost per bit. DRAM technology
scaling has been delivering steady decreases, but DRAM’s scaling
ability is reaching physical limits [1]. Fortunately, other Storage
Class Memory (SCM) technologies hold promise for creating high
capacity memories at low cost per bit. These include enhanced
Flash with much lower read latencies, Phase Change Memory
(PCM), Resistive RAM (ReRAM), and Spin-Transfer Torque
Magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM). However, these technologies have
attributes that require careful management to provide high
reliability, availability, longevity, and performance.
In particular, these technologies are at least an order of
magnitude slower than DRAM, which directly affects response
times for datacenter workloads. The challenge, then, is how to
leverage SCM to increase capacity and lower cost per bit while
delivering acceptable performance.
To that end, we propose a hybrid DIMM architecture that uses
a hardware-managed DRAM in front of enhanced Flash. We
explore the design space of high-capacity, low cost per bit systems
deploying such devices, evaluating performance and endurance
for data-center workloads in the context of different technology
parameters.
SCM is usually also non-volatile, but in this work we don’t take
advantage of that aspect of the technology. Likewise, we do not
address power and reliability or the susceptibility to/effects of
electrical or thermal noise in any of our SCM technologies; such
studies are relegated to future work. We make the following
contributions:
• We study standard DRAM and enhanced Flash [2, 3, 4]
components, and we propose a novel way in which to
combine them in a single, hybrid DIMM;
• We use the DRAM as a large cache in front of the enhanced
Flash, finding that this eliminates 34-81% of the total Flash
writes on the device for the data-center workloads we study;
• We find that a 16:1 enhanced Flash to DRAM capacity ratio
with a 4KB fetch size performs well; and

support higher cache line sizes such as 128B using back-to-back
column accesses to DRAM.
DRAM accesses are destructive, requiring a write-back
operation. DRAM cells have a retention time of about 100ms at
normal operating temperatures, requiring periodic refresh
operations that expend power without accomplishing useful
accesses. This volatility is not a serious drawback and would not
itself drive a search for a replacement technology. The real
problem with DRAM is its inability to scale as aggressively as it
has been. DRAM capacity and associated cost per bit have
improved by about six orders of magnitude over DRAM’s fivedecade reign as the primary main-memory component, making
the technology difficult to replace. Further scaling will be much
harder, which means that cost per bit will improve only modestly
in the future.
In contrast, SCM tends to be easier to scale with lithographic
improvements. Capacity and cost per bit of SCM components are
thus expected to improve much more/faster than DRAM as shown
in Table 1. Future memory systems will likely incorporate SCM
components to increase capacity and reduce cost.

• We find that for some workloads, a memory system based
on our architecture can deliver up to 88% of the performance
of a same-capacity DRAM-only system at 23% of the cost.
Our hybrid memory architecture is commercially realizable
and can use standard DIMM form factors. Furthermore, our
hardware-managed architecture requires no software changes
and minimal hardware changes. All these factors give it a low
barrier to market entry. With it, we can build very high-capacity,
high-availability main memory systems with good performance
per dollar over system lifetime.

2. BACKGROUND
In order to better compare technologies, Table 1 presents
approximate characteristics for DRAM, Flash, and the most
common Storage Class Memory types. Since our hybrid DIMM
uses DRAM and NAND Flash, we briefly describe their properties
and uses.
DRAM. DRAM has the highest read and write bandwidths,
lowest latency, and highest endurance. In server systems, the
granularity of last-level cache (LLC) cache lines is typically 64B.
A memory configuration that supports 64B cache lines can easily

Table 1: Comparison of Memory Technologies
Feature

DRAM

STT -MRAM

ReRAM

PCM

Relative Cost/bit
Read access
Write access
Byte-addressable
Endurance (cycles)
Manufacturing volume

1
30ns
30ns
Yes
> 1016
High

~1
100ns
100ns
Yes
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Low

~0.25
100ns
1µs
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Low

~0.25
300ns
300ns
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~ 109
Low
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Figure 1: Example main memory configurations. (A) SCM on IO bus (B) SCM+ DRAM on MEM bus (C) SCM only (D) DRAM
as L4 cache
Flash. Flash technology has the highest latencies and lowest
bandwidths in Table 1. It also has the lowest endurance. Flash is
not byte-addressable and must be read and written (programmed)
in large chunks referred to as pages. It must be prepared for a
program operation by erasing even larger blocks. Conventional
NAND Flash has thus been used primarily as tertiary storage in
the form of SSDs (Solid State Drives). Input/output (IO) operations
to block devices typically move large chunks of data, so the larger
access granularity and higher latencies are not problematic. This
mature technology is in high-volume production, and the smaller
cell size, the ability to store multiple bits per cell, and cost2

effective 3D stacking make its cost per bit much lower than
DRAM.
We use the term enhanced Flash to refer to NAND devices with
access latencies [2, 3, 4] that are an order of magnitude less than
conventional Flash (which we do not consider an SCM). Table 2
shows a range of conventional and enhanced Flash devices. The
die costs in the rightmost column are relative to the 21nm 8Gb
DDR4 DRAM die [5] shown in row 5. A present-day 256Gb
3bits/cell V-NAND Flash device [2] is shown in row 1. By
operating such a device in a two bit/cell mode, as shown in row 2,
we estimate that read latencies as short as 5µs should be

attainable, with a bit density of 2/3 that of the reference NAND
device. In a one bit/cell mode, shown in row 3, read latencies as
short as 3µs are attainable, with a bit density one third of the
reference NAND device [6]. With further re-architecting of the
NAND die to use a smaller mat size, shown in row 4, we estimate
read latencies of 1µs to be attainable at a slight reduction in bit
density. In summary, since the read/write latencies of Flash are
orders of magnitude worse compared to DRAM, in order to take
advantage of the improved bit density and low die cost with
minimum impact to the overall execution time, we need smart
hybrid memory management techniques.
Table 2: Die Cost and Latency Estimates for Flash Devices
Device

Read
Latency

Write
Latency

Bit
Density
(Gb/mm2)

Die
Cost
Ratio

1

V-NAND
Standard
(3b/cell)

45µs

660us

2.62

0.06

2

V-NAND Low
Latency1
(2b/cell)

5µs

300us

1.75

0.09

3

V-NAND Low
Latency2
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3µs

100us
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0.17
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~80us
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Figure 2: Bit Density and Die Cost Comparison for various
Flash Devices compared to DRAM. Die cost goes up as bit
density reduces

3. BUILDING SCM MAIN MEMORIES
SCM components can be incorporated into the memory
hierarchy in several ways, each of which has different costs and

benefits. To highlight some of the tradeoffs and frame our
discussion, Fig. 1 shows four example configurations.
The processor’s on-chip cache hierarchy satisfies most
instruction fetch and data load/store operations. When the lastlevel cache (LLC) misses, it fetches a 64B cache-line from physical
memory, possibly evicting a cached line to make space and
writing it to physical memory if dirty.
A high-performance memory controller generates individual
read (RD) and write (WR) operations. It can perform concurrent
64B transactions on the memory (MEM) bus. The memory
controller includes control registers for dividing the physical
address space into DRAM regions and memory-mapped IO
regions. These memory-mapped regions typically reside on the IO
bus, which connects via an IO controller.
The LLC can also generate read (RDf) and write (WRf)
operations to memory-mapped regions. The IO controller handles
these operations and non-cached loads/stores, and it can also
perform autonomous Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfers
between the MEM and IO buses. The latter bus typically has
higher latency and lower bandwidth. We assume the LLC is an L3
cache in the following discussion.
SCM attached to IO bus. Configuration A of Fig. 1 connects
DRAM components to the MEM bus and accessed with RD/WR
operations from the L3. SCM components are connected to the IO
bus and accessed directly with 64-byte RDf/WRf operations from
the L3. A software driver sets up DMA transfers between SCM
and DRAM. Larger transfer sizes amortize the software overheads
better. Configuration A is easy to build, e.g., by placing the SCM
components on a PCIe card. The software overhead and the
latency of going over the IO bus are disadvantages of this
organization. Once the data block is in DRAM, software uses
load/store instructions to access locations within it.
Configuration A is similar to a traditional organization in
which an SSD (with Flash) is connected to the IO bus as storage
or swap space. The OS paging mechanism brings the blocks or
pages from SCM to DRAM on page faults.
SCM and DRAM on MEM Bus. Configuration B of Fig. 1
connects both DRAM and SCM components to the MEM bus. The
LLC accesses both physical memory regions at a 64-byte
granularity, using RD/WR operations for the DRAM region and
RDf/WRf operations for the SCM region.
When components with different latencies share the MEM bus,
the memory controller can pipeline transactions by making an
SCM read a two-step operation [7]. A command/address is first
sent to fetch data into a buffer on the module. The second
command transports the SCM read data using DRAM timings. An
SCM write remains a single-step operation using the same timing
as for DRAM: the data are buffered on the module, where the slow
write access occurs in the background. SCM access operations
require status feedback to the memory controller to signal a buffer
overflow, a non-deterministic access time, a resource conflict, or
any other unpredictable situation. This status could be
implemented as a single pipelined bit per MEM transaction to
request retry or as part of a standard interface such as NVDIMM–
P [8], which is currently under definition.
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If software accesses the SCM directly via load/store
instructions in the application software, the memory controller
must indicate the longer completion time to the L3. Alternatively,
application software can be modified to be aware of this longer
access latency, as in Cui et al. [7]. For DMA transfer, the memory
controller must perform a series of 64-byte access operations and
buffer the data while supporting concurrent RD/WR operations
from the L3.
SCM on MEM Bus. Configuration C of Fig. 1 populates the
physical memory with only SCM components on the MEM bus.
SCM components are directly accessed with 64B RD/WR
operations from the LLC, and the memory-mapping of
Configurations A and B is therefore not needed. Applications use
load/store instructions to access the SCM, albeit with longer
latency. Using all the MEM bus bandwidth requires operating
multiple SCM components in parallel.
L4 DRAM Cache with SCM backing Memory. This paper
focuses on Configuration D of Fig. 1. The DRAMs connect to the
MEM bus through a buffer component and are accessed with
RD/WR operations from the LLC. DRAM thus serves as an L4
cache for the SCM: when a cache miss occurs, this DRAM buffer
component informs the memory controller of the longer latency
and gets the requested line from SCM. SCM components use the
physical address space normally occupied by DRAM. The memory
controller must handle the status feedback but needs no major
changes.
Configuration D avoids the adoption barriers of the other
organizations by requiring no software modification and limited
memory controller changes. It can also deliver very good
performance while taking advantage of Flash, the slowest,
cheapest and most mature component from Table 1. Integrating
the SCM and DRAM components on a standard DIMM further
lowers the barrier to market entry. Fig. 3 shows the organization
of such a DIMM.

the DIMM module. Five-byte-wide data buffers (DBs) and the
command buffer (register clock driver, or RCD) connect to 10 x4
DRAMs and 10 SCM devices. Assuming dual die DRAM packages
with 16Gb/die and 4-die-stack Flash packages with 128Gb/die,
SCM capacity is 16× that of DRAM.
The RCD receives addresses on the primary command-address
bus (CAp), checks for cache hits/misses, and returns the status to
the memory controller. This comparison logic plus address tag
logic differentiate this RCD from the standard JEDEC RCD [9].
status

RCD
Tag + logic
ADQf

CAp
Memory
Controller

Mux

CAs

SCM
(flash)

DQt
DQp
x8

DQs
x8

Mux

DRAM

DB
DIMM

Figure 4: Half of hybrid DIMM with DRAM Cache and
SCM
A controller block on the RCD drives the command/data
interface ADQf to the SCM and transfers blocks between SCM and
DRAM. The DQt bus consists of a narrow, point-to-point
connection between the RCD buffer and each of the ten DB
buffers. With bidirectional data wires and a timing signal, it helps
move blocks between DRAM and SCM. DQt buses differ from the
BCOM bus in standard RCD/DB buffer chipsets. Steering logic in
the RCD transfers data and addresses between CAp, CAs, ADQf,
and DQt interfaces, while logic in the DBs transfers data between
DQp, DQs, and DQt interfaces. The CAp and DQp buses and status
are part of the Configuration D MEM bus in Fig. 1.

4.1. L4 DRAM cache operation

Figure 3: Physical Implementation of Configuration D on
a standard DIMM form factor. Front side w/ DRAM and
buffer components above; back side w/ SCM components
below

4. ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 4 shows the logical block diagram of an example
implementation of Configuration D. For clarity, we show only half
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The RCD determines whether an incoming physical address
hits or misses in the DRAM and communicates this status to the
memory controller, which helps determine whether the returned
read data is valid or the transaction must be retried after an
interval. Likewise, the status tells it whether the write will finish
immediately or be held in a write buffer for the L4 cache miss
interval. In this paper we use the term L4 to refer to the physical
DRAM cache. The RCD adjusts the address on the CAs to read
data from or write data to the correct DRAM location. The 64B
LLC line is sent over the DQs and DQp buses to the memory
controller on a read or written from the controller on a write. The
memory controller uses standard DRAM timings on the CAp and
DQp buses. It chooses appropriate latency settings at
initialization, e.g., to allow for tag comparison.
On a DRAM cache miss, the RCD adjusts the physical address
to access the correct location in SCM. This address is driven on
the ADQf bus to begin the slow access. Read data blocks are
transported back to the Mux steering logic on the ADQf bus to be

written to the DRAM via the DQt buses. The requested L3 line is
returned first to minimize transport delay. Once the requested
data is in DRAM, The memory controller retries the RD or WR
transaction, which now hits in the L4.

...
...
...
...

1

...

...

2

DRAM cache 64GB
(+extra)

AF1

32 sets

...
...

4KB page (L4 cacheline)

...
...
...
...

Clean 64B L3 cache line
Dirty 64B L3 cache line
64B L3 cacheline + 16B extra

...

256KB erase
block

DRAM cache
64GB (+extra)

32 sets

Flash 1TB (+extra)

Fig. 6 shows details of the DRAM cache. Here the L4 cache is
organized as a 32-way set-associative cache with 4KB L4 lines.
Each set holds 512K cache-lines or pages. Each 4KB line holds 64
64-byte lines, where 64 bytes is both the LLC line size and the
granularity for RDs and WRs. The stated line sizes refer to the
data payload: the lines in both caches also contain 25% extra
capacity.

9b TAG

512K pages

...

...
...

4KB page

64B DATA

Dirty

Figure 6: Tag details for L4 DRAM cache
AF1

AP

AF2
3

Address mapping logic (MAPPF ) in DRAM

Figure 5: Physical-to-Flash address mapping
Fig. 5 shows the mapping logic to translate a physical page
address to a Flash page address, assuming a 4KB L4 line size that
is set to be identical to the Flash page size for simplicity. Other
sizes can be supported with additional logic. The full mapping
table only occupies about 0.1% of the Flash and about 1% of the
DRAM.
A cache miss causes the page at address AF1 in Flash to be
copied to a line in an L4 DRAM set (step 1). The L4 victim line is
evicted (step 2) and, if dirty, is written into a new Flash page. This
page, whose address is AF2, points to a 256KB erase block that was
previously erased and programmed. AF1’s page is invalidated by
modifying its entry in the DRAM mapping table to point to AF2
(step 3). The table is indexed by the physical address (AP in the
figure) from the RD/WR operation. AF1’s entry in the reverse
mapping table (not shown) is invalidated.
Without these mapping tables, evicting an L4 cache line would
require erasing and reprogramming the entire erase block
containing AF1. This would increase the Flash core activity by 64×,
reducing performance and causing unnecessary writes. Mapping
largely eliminates the impact of erase-block granularity on
performance and lifetime.
In order to minimize collisions during L4 cache evictions, we
also added a hash function to select the Flash device that holds a
DRAM address. When both write and a read have to be issued to
Flash, the hash function minimizes the number of times the read
and write go to the same Flash device.

Fig. 6 shows an LLC line with 64 data bytes, 8 bytes for error
correction, three flag bits, nine address tag bits, and a 52-bit
reserved field.
Every 64-byte LLC line within a given 4KB L4 line is assigned
the same nine-bit tag and valid flag when its data are transferred
from Flash. The 64 dirty flags in an evicted L4 line must be
scanned to determine if write-back is necessary.
AC[19:12]

Sets 1-31

Set 0

8
ACt2

ADt2

decode

...
...

...

4KB page

EDC

Valid

512K pages

AF2

Rsv

Parity

256

ADt0
[35:31]

ACt0
[39:20]
20

5

20

AC[39:20]

compare
AC[39:20]=
ACt0[39:20]

AD[35:31]

AC[30:06]
Controller physical address

AD[30:06]
DRAM address

Figure 7: SRAM tag cache details

4.2. SRAM tag cache details
Fig. 7 shows details of an example 32-way set associative
SRAM tag cache with 25-bit lines. Each set holds 256 lines. The
resulting 8192 tags represent about 0.05% of the total needed for a
64GB DRAM cache, which would require about 200kb of SRAM
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within the RCD. In the figure, the AC[39:06] is the physical
address produced by the memory controller for a 64B L3 cacheline. The AC[39:12] field accesses the 32 tag cache sets in parallel.
Each produces a 20-bit tag (ACtx[39:20]) that is compared to the
corresponding AC[39:20] from the memory controller. On a
match, the corresponding five-bit (ADtx[35:31]) field is used to
form the DRAM address AD[35:06].
The time to service a miss to the tag cache is very short (~40ns).
The miss is handled by a sequence of pipelined reads to the
appropriate tags of the L4 DRAM cache. Consequently,
performance sensitivity to the tag cache size is low: reducing its
size by 4× or 8× has little impact.

memory store [17]; Media Streaming, which uses the Nginx highperformance load balancer, web server, and content cache for
streaming video content [18]; Graph Analytics, which tests the
PageRank algorithm [19] over GraphX [20], a graph system for
Apache Spark [21]; In-Memory Analytics, which runs the ALS
algorithm provided by the Spark MLlib [22]; and Web Search,
which uses the Apache Solr search engine framework [23].
Hybrid DIMM
SCM
Device #0

SCM
Device #1

SCM
Device #3

SCM
Device #2

ONFI bus #0

ONFI bus #1

5. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We employ two simulation methodologies to model the
behavior of our hybrid DIMM. The first is a simple model based
on memory traces without timing information, and the second is
a cycle-level, full-system simulator. The very slow latter model
provides accurate performance measurements.
The simple model obtains traces of programs running on a real
system and working with several GB of memory. We generate the
traces by capturing all memory references using dynamic binary
instrumentation tools (Valgrind [10] and Pin [11]) and modeling
the cache hierarchy to generate the resulting memory activity that
reaches the hybrid DIMM. We use these traces to study how the
size, associativity, and line size impact the efficiency of the L4
DRAM cache.
The cycle-level model is based on the gem5 full-system
simulator [12]. It simulates the relevant micro-architectural
features of the device, allowing us to study the performance
impact of parameter changes. Fig. 8 shows a block-level view of
the internal components we implement in gem5.
Our cycle-level model simulates all functional and timing
details that could impact performance, including DRAM
commands, Flash operations, and ONFI bus [13] accesses. The
model has been validated through extensive use of microbenchmarks.
Simulating full applications with this much slower model is
infeasible. We therefore adopt Sherwood et al.’s SimPoint
methodology [14] to select portions of an application that are
most representative of the whole execution behavior. We simulate
these parts to predict the final behavior. Our SimPoints consist of
chunks of 100M instructions simulated after warm-up phases of
10M instructions. The limited number of instructions that we can
simulate in a reasonable time frame limits the memory capacities
of the systems that we can model, but our sampled simulation
approach models the full system software stack.

5.1. Workloads
Since our hybrid DIMM targets data-center servers, we use six
workloads from the CloudSuite benchmark collection [15]. These
include: Data Serving, which is based on the NoSQL database;
Apache Cassandra, which executes operations generated by the
Yahoo! Cloud-Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [16]; Data Caching,
which runs MemcacheD, a popular, distributed key-value, in-
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DRAM
BANK #1
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DATA
CMD

DIMM Controller
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L1D

L1l
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Figure 8: Simulation setup

5.2. Experiments
The goal of our experiments is predicting the performance of
the Hybrid DIMM on a real system. We envision a system with a
CPU like a Xeon® processor, with 32 cores and 6 Hybrid DIMMs,
which results in a total amount of 6TB of SCM and 384GB of
DRAM cache. The simulated CPU uses the following cache
hierarchy: 32KB 8-way L1D (instruction and data); 256KB 8-way
L2; and 32MB 16-way L3 cache.
Since this configuration is too big to be simulated by our tools
and workloads, we have simulated a scaled-down version with
1/32 the amount of resources. The resulting system has 1 CPU core
and a Hybrid DIMM with 192GB of SCM and 12GB of DRAM
cache. To properly scale-down the DRAM cache, its associativity
needs to be reduced. This accounts for the conflicts that would
occur on the real system, with more cores accessing the DRAM
cache sets. Dividing the original associativity by 32 would result
in a direct mapped cache, which is extreme. So we use a 4-way
cache for our simulations as a better compromise.
We measure workload performance for different types of SCM,
with each type being defined by its read and write latencies.

6. RESULTS
We compare performance, cost, endurance, and write
behaviors on a range of SCM systems to those of a DRAM-only
system for each of our data-center workloads.
Fig. 9 illustrates our hybrid DIMM performance for a range of
read/write latencies relative to a baseline DRAM-only system that

Normalized Execution Time

pessimistically assumes only 1TB of physical memory. As shown
in the first column of Table 3, the DRAM read and write latencies
are 30ns; this time is measured from the row command to the
delivery of the 64 bytes of column data.
For purposes of comparison, we define NewSCM to be a hybrid
module built with a very low latency (300ns) SCM component, as
shown in Table 3. It is byte-addressable and could potentially be
built with any of the PCM, STT-MRAM, or ReRAM technologies
in Table 1. We assume that the L4 cache for NewSCM is direct
mapped and that tag and flag information are stored within the
lines, as in Fig. 6.
The remaining hybrid systems use Flash components spanning
a range of performance and cost points. Each configuration
includes 1TB of Flash physical memory and 64GB of L4 DRAM
cache. Read latencies range from 1-100𝜇s. Write latencies range
from 100-660𝜇s. The block-addressable Flash requires an L4 line
size of 4KB. Each line stores tag and flag information in its extra
capacity, as in Fig. 6.

10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00

300ns/300ns
1us/100us
3us/100us
10us/100us
30us/100us
45us/660us
100us/100us
100us/300us

2.00
0.00

in the background section on Flash, Flash costs vary based on the
features enabling different latencies (e.g., varying the bits stored
per cell and number of cells on the word and bit lines).
Table 3: Relative costs of hybrid memory systems
compared to a baseline 1TB DRAM-only memory system.
SCM systems include 1TB SCM and 64GB DRAM L4 cache.
Device
SCM

DRAM

Total

SCM

DRAM

Total

All DRAM 30ns/ 30ns

0

1

1

0

1

NewSCM 300ns/ 300ns

1

0.0625

1.0625

0.25

0.0625

1
0.312
5

Flash 1us/100us

1

0.0625

1.0625

0.19

0.0625

0.2525

Flash 3us/100us

1

0.0625

1.0625

0.17

0.0625

0.2325

Flash 10us/100us

1

0.0625

1.0625

0.0625

0.1505

Flash 30us/100us

1

0.0625

1.0625

0.088
0.06
3

0.0625

0.1255

Flash 45us/660us

1

0.0625

1.0625

0.06

0.0625

0.1225

Flash 100us/100us

1

0.0625

1.0625

0.057

0.0625

0.1195

Flash 100us/300us

1

0.0625

1.0625

0.045

0.0625

0.1075

The rightmost column of Table 3 shows total memory system
cost when using hybrid components. Each configuration provides
at least 1TB physical memory. SCM configurations also include
64GB DRAM cache.

6.2. Cost/performance
1.00
0.80
0.60

We simulated a large set of applications, but in the interests of
saving space, we present results for the six listed in Fig. 9. These
six well represent the performances we observed. Since we
estimate performance numbers using execution time, smaller
numbers are better. For NewSCM, execution delays range from 742%. Application delays are generally greater for Flash hybrid
systems, ranging from slightly slower than NewSCM to about 6.5×
slower when the read latency goes from 1µs to 100µs. Flash access
latencies are one to two orders of magnitude worse than DRAM,
but performance is only slightly worse for most workloads.

6.1. Cost
Table 3 illustrates relative costs per bit of main memories built
from DRAM, NewSCM, and hybrid components using Flash of
various latencies. We expect cost ratios between DRAM and SCM
to continue to grow. We assume NewSCM costs 25% of DRAM
and that the fastest Flash costs about 20%. As discussed previously

Cost

Read/Write latency

1.20

Figure 9: Relative execution time of hybrid versus DRAMonly memory systems for various Read/Write latencies of
SCM (smaller is better)

Size

0.40

300ns/300ns
1us/100us
3us/100us
10us/100us
30us/100us
45us/660us
100us/100us
100us/300us

0.20
0.00

Figure 10: Cost/performance of NewSCM and hybrid Flash
relative to a DRAM-only baseline for various Read/Write
latencies of SCM (smaller is better)
Fig. 10 illustrates relative cost per performance — execution
time multiplied by memory system cost— for a range of read/write
latencies compared to a DRAM-only system. The NewSCM
system delivers a cost/performance value that is up to 3× better
than the all-DRAM configuration. The hybrid Flash system with
10µs read latency shows the best cost/performance benefits: up to
5.6× better than DRAM alone. The Flash configurations with read
latencies of 100µs exhibit worse cost-performance than the
NewSCM configuration for most workloads.
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6.3. Flash SCM endurance
Flash endurance is lowest of the SCM technologies in Table 1,
so it is important to minimize the number of Flash writes. We
measure write counts and use them to extrapolate the system
lifetime for each application. Table 4 shows estimated endurance
for different workloads. Although we simulate a single-core
system, we calculate endurance assuming a system with 32 cores,
6GB of L4 DRAM, and 16× SCM per core. The write bandwidth is
set to the measured value on a real system, which is a pessimistic
estimation, since the workloads would run slower on the real
system. Target endurance is 32.8PB writes per TB of SCM. All
cores run the same application to better exercise the entire 1TB
memory. A background process implements wear leveling to
distribute writes across the Flash blocks.
With only one exception, the system lifetimes exceed the U.S.
SEC’s three-year nominal depreciation interval for capital
equipment. The outlier, Graph Analytics, reduces system lifetime
to about six months. Its high write count likely poses an issue for
other SCM technologies, as well.
The L4 DRAM cache control logic tries to maximize Flash
lifetime. It prioritizes clean L4 lines to evict when the number of
dirty L4 lines within the Flash page is sufficiently low. Otherwise
it prioritizes the writeback. The threshold could be userconfigurable or managed via a hardware monitor. The controller
could also vary the amount of cache allocated to each process to
try to provide enough capacity to hold the application’s working
set and thus absorb most of the 64B write transactions in the
DRAM. Outlier applications like Graph Analytics need specific
run-time parameters to guarantee that they receive a greater L4
capacity in order to absorb more writes. The system will likely
include some regular DRAM components to which applications
with little locality and high write-to-read ratios can be allocated.
Putting processes to sleep can also relieve pressure on the L4
cache.

6.4. Flash write behaviors
An evicted L4 line gets written into a previously erased and
programmed Flash page. A 4KB L4 cache line contains 64 LLC
lines, some of which may be dirty. Since Flash is a block device,
the entire 4KB must be written, causing unnecessary writes for
the clean LLC lines. We define write amplification to be the ratio
of total bytes to the number of dirty bytes written per page. Table
4 shows these values for our workloads. The average of about 2.8
(ignoring Media-Streaming) implies that only ~35% of the LLC
lines are dirty within each L4 line. Unlike Flash, the Table 1 SCM
components that support byte-granularity accesses avoid this.
When a 4KB L4 line is evicted, some of its dirty LLC lines may
have been written more than once. This is beneficial: the DRAM
cache absorbs write operations without impacting SCM lifetime.
We define write absorption to be the average number of writes that
occur before eviction for each dirty 64B LLC line. The write
absorption counts in Table 4 average to about 2.3 writes before
eviction. We again ignore Media Streaming, which is designed to
have a very small memory footprint and hence difficult to force to
use more memory. In addition, the application serves only static
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data, so it issues few writes, making it impossible to compute the
write absorption and write amplification metrics for this
workload. Nonetheless, these same properties mean that system
endurance definitely exceeds three years.
Table 4: Hybrid DIMM Flash lifetimes
Workload

Time
(Years)

Cost
Factor

Write
Amp.

Write
Abs.

Data Caching

9.02

1

4.70

1.23

Data Serving

7.37

1

5.81

2.61

Graph Analytics

0.44

6.85

1.07

2.95

In-Memory
Analytics

5.71

1

1.38

2.66

Media Streaming

infinite

1

infinite

infinite

Web Search

93.86

1

1.21

2.12

7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00

300ns/300ns
1us/100us
3us/100us
10us/100us
30us/100us
45us/660us
100us/100us
100us/300us

1.00
0.00

Figure 11: Cost/performance with endurance factored in
for NewSCM and hybrid Flash relative to a DRAM-only
baseline for various Read/Write latencies of SCM (smaller
is better)

7. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Here we analyze performance sensitivity to different design
parameters: access latencies, operation interruptibility, and L4
DRAM cache configuration. We generate different views of our
data to better understand our empirical results and to project the
full-system impact of adopting devices such as our hybrid DIMM.

7.1. Read access time
Fig. 12 presents another perspective of read-latency impact on
application execution time for a fixed write latency of 100us. The
data used for this view are the same as used to generate Fig. 9. The
figure illustrates the near-linear dependence of execution time
upon SCM read latencies. When a load misses in the on-chip cache
hierarchy there is usually a limited number of additional
instructions that can be executed before the core reaches an
instruction that depends on the SCM data.

9.00
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00

Data
Caching
Data Serving
Graph
Analytics
In-memory
Analytics
Media
Streaming
Web Search

0

50

100

Read Latency (us)
Figure 12: Normalized execution time relative to Flash
read latency for a fixed write latency of 100us for various
workloads (smaller is better)
The execution time Ti of an application can be expressed as Ti
~ (Kionchip + tRD-H×Ki4H) + tRD-M ×Ki4M. Kionchip refers to accesses
hitting in the on-chip L1/L2/L3 cache hierarchy, tRD-H×Ki4H refers
to accesses hitting in the L4 DRAM cache, and tRD-M×Ki4M refers
to accesses missing in the on-DIMM L4. The access time of L4 hit
is tRD-H, and that of miss is (requiring an SCM access) is tRD-M. The
y-intercept in Fig. 12 is defined by Kionchip + tRD-H×Ki4H, where Ki4M
is the slope.
The near-linear dependence is partly a consequence of the
limitations of the simulation environment. We simulate a single
core executing one application. Multi-threading within the
executing application and context switches to OS are included, but
context switches to another application are not included. We scale
the shared LLC, the L4 DRAM cache, and the SCM physical
memory down to appropriate sizes for single applications on a
single core. A real system would include many cores executing
different applications. These applications would interfere with
each other in the shared LLC, the L4 DRAM cache, and the SCM
physical memory. This is a topic for future investigation.

7.2. Write access time
Write latency does not directly impact execution time because
LLC writes from the memory controller are held in data/address
buffers in the RCD and DB components shown in Fig. 4. On an L4
hit the data are written immediately, but on a miss they must
await an SCM access. For subsequent read accesses to the write
location, the RCD address-comparison logic and buffering makes
it appear as if the write transaction completed with the L4 hit
latency.
The parameters of the resources that handle L4 write misses
could affect execution time. These include the number of writemiss buffers in the RCD/DBs, the ADQf bus bandwidth, and the
Flash write bandwidth. If there is not enough room for SRAM
buffers on the DIMM, space in the L4 DRAM cache could be set
aside for buffering purposes.
We do not expect the bandwidth of the ADQf bus not to be a
significant factor. We assume the ADQf buses on the module are
both 16 bits wide and operate at 800Mb/s. This results in an

aggregate bandwidth of 3.2GB/s. A 4KB L4 line has a transport
time of about 2.5us per bus. With a 100µs Flash write access time
and 64 Flash components on the module, 64 concurrent writes
take 80µs transport time on the two ADQf buses. Flash write
bandwidth becomes a limiting factor if the write access time is
greater than 80µs. However, the 100µs/100µs and 100µs/300µs
read/write times for Flash have essentially the same application
execution times. We therefore conclude that the number of Flash
writes is low enough that we are not yet hitting resource
limitations. This is also a topic for further investigation.

7.3. Operation interruptibility
Even though execution time is not directly affected by SCM
write access time, latency-sensitive Flash reads can be delayed by
long writes. We avoid this by adding a write-interrupt feature to
the hybrid DIMM.
A Flash write operation sets the erased memory cells of a page
to a programmed state and then reads them back to verify that the
program threshold has been met. The process repeats for memory
cells that are still below the threshold. This operation can be
interrupted between each iterative step, allowing a higher priority
read of a different Flash page to proceed. The interrupted write
continues after the read. If the high-priority read is to the page
being written, the data are supplied by a write buffer on the RCD
and DB components. Note that the relatively short transport time
of an L4 line (~2.5µs) means that ADQf bus interference impacts
effective read latency much less.
The Flash erase-block operation resets the memory cells to an
erased state and then reads the data back to see if the erase
threshold has been met. As with writes, the process repeats for
cells that are still below the threshold. This operation can be
interrupted in between each iterative step, allowing a highpriority read to a different Flash page to proceed. The interrupted
erase then continues. Recall that all data in an erase block have
been moved to other pages, invalidating the pages in the erase
block. This means there can never be a high-priority read directed
to the erase block.
Making Flash reads interruptible would also permit higher
priority reads to proceed ahead of lower priority ones. These
interrupt features require modifying the sequencing logic of the
Flash component to stop an operation at the proper step and
adding commands to handle the different cases to the ADQf
interface logic.
Fig. 13 shows how much interruptible Flash writes reduce
execution time compared to identical systems without this feature
(Fig. 9). Performance for most workloads improves significantly,
particularly for SCM components whose writes are long relative
to the reads. The cases were the performance is worse are caused
by differences in the code simulated. When write latency is high,
it takes longer to simulate a series of instructions, leading to a
higher probability that the instruction sequence changes due to
factors such as operating system timer, different scheduling
decisions depending on the progress of processes etc.
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60%
50%
40%

Data Caching
Data Serving
Graph Analytics
In-memory Analytics
Media Streaming
Web Search

30%
20%

Fig. 15 shows the corresponding impact on performance. 4KB
gives the highest cache hit ratio and correspondingly the lowest
execution time. Prefectching 4KB data from the Flash allows us to
take advantage of the spatial locality in most workloads resulting
in increased hit ratio. 4KB L4 DRAM cache line matches the Flash
page size and the virtual-to-physical translation granularity,
which also simplifies our design. For other Flash page sizes, we
would still use the virtual-to-physical mapping size for the L4
lines, letting addressing logic manage the mismatch.

0%

Figure 13: Relative performance improvement of hybrid
DIMM systems for various Read/Write latencies of Flash
when Flash writes are interruptible
(higher is better)

Normalized Execution Time

10%

40.00
35.00
30.00
25.00

64
256
1024
4096

20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00

7.4. L4 line size
We initially experimented with 64-byte L4 lines to match those
of the LLC. Two things became quickly apparent. First, there is
very little data reuse in the L4 cache; reuse mostly occurs in the
L1/L2/L3 caches. Second, there is a lot of spatial locality within
4KB regions of physical memory: when one LLC line is accessed
within an L4 line, well over half the remaining 64B LLC lines get
accessed as well. This is because data within a given physical page
tend to be closely related, whereas data in the next physical page
are probably unrelated due to the way the OS maps a contiguous
virtual address space to a fragmented physical address space.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

7.5. L4 associativity and tag storage
Our simulations confirm that a direct-mapped L4 cache cannot
hold dirty L4 lines long enough to absorb Flash writes. Most of our
studies use 32-way L4 caches, giving us flexibility in exploring
different eviction policies. This associativity is also large enough
that there are still enough sets to avoid a high conflict miss rate
when memory resources are scaled down for single core
execution.
Storing L4 cache-line tags in a small SRAM in the RCD makes
cache-controller sequencing easy. Other storage options include
external SRAM and tags stored within the L4 DRAM lines
themselves. Implementation considerations lead us to choose the
SRAM tag organization discussed in Section 4.2. All storage
methods perform similarly.

7.6. L4 capacity

64
256
1024
4096

Figure 14: Cache hit ratio for different L4 line sizes (higher
is better) 4KB DRAM cache lines give the best hit ratio due
to the spatial locality
Fig. 14 illustrates the L4 cache hit ratio for our range of
memory module configurations using L4 line sizes of 64-4K bytes.
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Figure 15: Performance sensitivity to L4 cache line size
(smaller is better). 4KB is better due to the improved hit
ratio

The L4 DRAM cache size is 64GB for the data payload, which
uses two DDP 16Gb DRAMs at each of 20 DRAM sites. This
represents the maximum size that is easily realizable. The
minimum size is 16GB, assuming one 8Gb DRAM at each DRAM
site. Performance differences across this range of capacity are
fairly small. Fig. 16 confirms that the performance sensitivity to
various L4 to SCM capacity ratios is low. A key concern is the
impact of L4 capacity on system lifetime. A smaller L4 may not
absorb Flash writes well: L4 capacity misses can cause dirty L4
cache-lines to be written to Flash more often than they would with
a larger L4.

2.50
2.00

16
32
64

1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

Figure 16: Relative execution time of a hybrid SCM system
with 10us/100us latency to a DRAM-only system for
various L4 to SCM capacity ratios (smaller is better)

7.7. L4 write policy
Our L4 DRAM cache policy is write-back/write-allocate.
Write-back caches may contain both clean and dirty lines,
whereas write-through caches only hold clean lines because
updated lines are immediately written out to main memory.
Write-through caches cannot absorb writes, which lowers system
lifetime. Write-allocate caches bring data into cache on a write
miss, possibly displacing resident data. We need this policy to help
minimize write amplification.

7.8. L4 eviction policy
The 32-way L4 associativity creates several issues with respect
to set management. The first is the fact that storing the tags for
the 64 LLC lines within an L4 line requires extra capacity. This is
most cleanly handled with an SRAM tag cache. The distributed
tags for the 32 ways are accessed relatively infrequently, and so
the penalty for this is low. A second issue is the eviction policy:
the simplest way to choose a set from which to evict a line is to
employ pseudo-random selection, since no history need be
tracked. Adopting 32-way associativity spreads victimization
well.
Our pseudo-random selection considers the clean/dirty status
of the L4 lines. The cache controller prefers to evict clean lines
unless the clean/dirty ratio has dropped below a statically
assigned threshold. This keeps write absorption high while
maintaining good read performance.

8. RELATED WORK
We briefly survey other Flash-based devices and SCM mainmemory systems. Note that most of the systems referenced here
are academic proposals that have been simulated or emulated. In
contrast, we plan to prototype the hybrid memory system
described in this paper.

8.1. DIMM Devices
Micron Technology’s recent NVDIMM-Ns back DRAM with
Flash into a single memory subsystem that supports DRAM-like
latencies and persistence [24]. Unlike the hybrid memory solution
proposed in this paper, the role of Flash on NVDIMM-N is not to

add capacity at low cost, but rather as a backup during power
failure. Diablo Technologies Memory1TM [25] [26] also increases
memory capacity by placing Flash in a DDR4 DIMM that uses
standard memory slots to house up to four terabytes of Memory1
at a fraction of the cost of the highest-capacity DRAMs. Diablo
heterogeneous main memory uses software to manage data
between the DRAM and Memory1 tiers, providing capacity,
performance, and endurance while requiring no changes to
application or system software. This is different from the
hardware management of DRAM cache discussed in this paper.
Smart Storage Solutions [27] also attaches a DIMM containing
conventional Flash directly to the memory bus, making it visible
to the OS and allowing it to be accessed either via a block device
driver or a memory extension driver. In HybriDIMM solution by
Samsung and Netlist [28], Flash can only be accessed from the host
as a block device. This is different from the 64B access size
supported on the host memory bus for the entire SCM address
range in this paper.
All these components are managed by software, whereas our
proposed hybrid DIMM is entirely managed in hardware. The
NVDIMM and Memory1 devices target persistent memory
systems, whereas our hybrid DIMM targets data-center server
memory systems.

8.2. Flash as Main Memory
Grupp et al. [29] strive to understand trade-offs between Flash
performance, cost, and reliability together with how different
usage patterns affect these characteristics. They find that Flash
manufacturers provide conservative guidelines about these
metrics, and this lack of detail makes it difficult to design systems
that fully exploit Flash capabilities. They empirically characterize
devices from five vendors, finding that performance varies
significantly among vendors and devices. In particular, they find
their measurements vary significantly from publicly available
datasheets. They also demonstrate and quantify some unexpected
device characteristics and show how they can be used to improve
responsiveness and energy consumption. They target SSDs, but
their findings are relevant for Flash main memory.
The idea of using direct-attached conventional Flash as main
memory is not new. Wu and Zwaenopol [30] first proposed a large
main memory built primarily with Flash over two decades ago.
Their eNVy system maps an array of persistent storage whose
controller sits on the memory bus. Their simulated system models
copy-on-write page remapping, a small amount of SRAM, and
high bandwidth parallel data transfers at latencies that support
30,000 transactions per second on the TPC-A database benchmark.
Each processor in Caulfield et al.’s Gordon system [31] has
access to a high bandwidth, DDR-attached Flash array. They
propose several FTL modifications in their Flash controller. For
instance, they find that increasing the number of write points and
spreading accesses among them increases dynamic parallelism
and thus write bandwidth. Striping data to create super-pages
increases effective bandwidth and throughput, and merging
incoming and pending read requests and combining write
requests to the same pages makes the super-page granularity
work well for large transfer sizes.
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Sudan et al. [32] study a hybrid main memory in which 24 GB
of DRAM functions as a cache for the slower 160GB of Flash main
memory, and the tiering between these technologies is handled
transparently to the application. They find that their system
delivers a bit less than a third of the TPC-C performance of a
DRAM-only system at a small fraction of the cost.

8.3. Other Technologies as Main Memory
Lee et al. [33] first study PCM as a main memory alternative
due to its similar energy and performance and its amenability to
scaling, proposing architectural modifications to improve
performance and endurance.
Qureshi et al. [34] couple up to 32GB of PCM with an 8GB
DRAM buffer. These are backed by Flash and then a hard disk.
The buffer is comprised of normal DIMMs and organized as a
hardware cache. It is managed by the DRAM controller and
invisible to the OS. Like us, they find that the DRAM buffer filters
most SCM writes. They also propose simple organizational and
management solutions that reduce PCM write traffic, increasing
endurance three-fold.
Tavana et al. [35] seek to improve PCM reliability to the point
where it can tolerate many hardware faults. They replace faulty
bits with bits normally used for metadata, relying on read
verification and an extra write operation to detect/locate faults in
the main storage array.
García et al. [36] also seek to increase the endurance of PCM
or ReRAM used as a DRAM replacement. They study the
combination of last-level cache replacement policies,
compression, and wear leveling. The first two reduce the number
of writes, increasing lifetime by an order of magnitude, whereas
careful wear leveling can increase lifetime by two orders of
magnitude.
Zhao et al. [37] propose Kiln, a persistent memory design that
adopts a nonvolatile cache and a nonvolatile main memory to
enable atomic in-place updates without logging or copy-on-write.
This direct-attached memory system composed of byteaddressable non-volatile technologies such as PCM or STTMRAM strives deliver performance very close to that of a system
without persistence support.
Jung and Cho [38] also target persistence. They propose
Memorage, a system architecture that integrates management of
all physical resources for memory and storage. Memorage uses the
OS’s virtual memory manager to improve the performance of
memory-intensive workloads and extend main memory lifetime.
Their prototype Linux implementation with 8 GB persistent RAM
main memory and 240- 480 GB persistent RAM storage increases
system lifetime by factors of about four to seven.
Like most of these memory subsystems, our hybrid memory
architecture can accommodate other byte-addressable SCMs such
as PCM, ReRAM, and STT-MRAM paired with a DRAM cache.
Furthermore, our architecture enables the pairing of low-cost,
block-level enhanced Flash components with a DRAM cache.

8.4. Stacked DRAM Cache
Alloy Cache [39] by Qureshi and Loh, ATCache [40] by Huang
and Nagarajan and Unison Cache [41] by Jevdjic et al. discuss the
12

use of high bandwidth, low latency, stacked DRAM as a cache for
slower offchip DRAM. In this case, the read/write latency
difference between the two DRAM types is not as significant as
that between DRAM and enhanced Flash or SCM, so the
architectural considerations are different.We find that set
associative cache that improves hit rate performs better than
direct mapped cache. Accessing the tags for the 32 ways in a single
access avoids multiple serial accesses for the tags. Unlike Alloy
cache, we still use separate DRAM accesses for tag and data. A
small SRAM tag cache, similar to the approach in ATCache,
reduces the hit latency by avoiding the need for DRAM tag access
in majority of the cases. We use 4K page-based DRAM cache as
opposed to the 64B block based DRAM cache used by ATCache
since this reduces the tag storage overhead in DRAM for the large
capacities associated with SCM. Both Alloy Cache and Unison
Cache avoid SRAM tag storage and rely instead on MissMap
predictor and way predictor respectively to improve performance.

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
As DRAM capacity scaling slows, using SCM to augment or
replace DRAM in future computer systems becomes increasingly
attractive. Flash now has — and is likely to maintain — the lowest
cost per bit. Unfortunately, Flash has many issues relative to other
SCM technologies — higher access latency, lower component
bandwidth, larger access granularity, smaller endurance values,
and non-deterministic access delays. We show that these
disadvantages can be alleviated by mapping Flash to the physical
address space on the memory bus and using an L4 DRAM cache
in front of the SCM. Our simulations show that L4 sizes of 1664GB have very high hit rates, letting the processor enjoy DRAM
latencies/bandwidths for most accesses. Handling the infrequent
cache misses requires that the processor’s memory controller be
modified to be able to retry transactions.
Adapting the L4 DRAM line size to the Flash page size
prefetches contiguous LLC cache lines into the DRAM cache,
which takes advantage of the spatial locality present in most
applications. The L4 DRAM cache’s large associativity combined
with an eviction policy that prioritizes victimizing clean lines
increases write absorption to improve memory lifetime. In
addition, our write-amplification results show that blockaddressed Flash fronted by a large DRAM cache functions well:
the endurance of block-oriented SCM rivals those of byteaddressed components for many workloads.
The bottom line is that our hybrid module with enhanced Flash
and an L4 DRAM cache performs well for many data-center
workloads. On average, a system using our hybrid DIMM with
enhanced Flash having a 3µs read latency achieves up to 88% of
the performance of an all-DRAM system with 30ns access times.
Our system exhibits up to 94% the performance of a 300ns SCM
system employing a similar DRAM cache. When factoring in cost,
our hybrid module has even better value — up to 5.2× better than
an all-DRAM memory system and up to 1.4× better than a 300nsaccess-time SCM with a similar L4 DRAM cache.
We have begun studying the impact of simultaneously
executing different applications on multiple cores, and we are
exploring the ramifications of architectural design choices on

power, persistence, and reliability. We are also investigating the
impact of electrical and thermal noise, in general, and the impact
of write latency for smaller read latencies. Our current plan is to
prototype Configuration D.
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